
HAVE FUN, PLAY GAMES & EARN
Available for gamers on PS, XBox & Mobile. Test your skills by competing against other players. 
Earn crypto and redeem for real life prizes.

DBLIT TOKEN & NFT
The DBLIT token is the native token of DoubleIT ecosystem, powering its self-driving economy. It 

derives its utility from main purposes: game rewards, building players profiles (levels), governance 

& staking/holding.  The demand for DBLIT is driven by the natural incentive to use DBLIT token to 

enjoy its main rewards purposes. 

  

Token type is BEP-20, built on Binance Smart Chain. The maximum supply is fixed at 1,000,000,000 (1 

billion). The token distribution has been designed to align the interests of the community, investors, 

core contributors and advisors, and to ensure long-term sustainability. 

  

Besides the DBLIT Token, DoubleIT also has NFTs that represent Premium Membership. These NFTs 

boost the utility of DBLIT further and provide extra perks to its holders.
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TOKEN SALE & DISTRIBUTION

PUBLIC SALE:
PRIVATE SALES:

Amount: 10 million DBLIT tokens 

Price per token: $0.05 USD

Amount: 15 million DBLIT tokens 

Price per token: $0.08 USD

Amount: 15 million DBLIT tokens 

Price per token: $0.10 USD

Amount: 60 million DBLIT tokens 

Price per token: $0.15 USD 

Hard cap goal: $9.000.000 USD 

Total: 100 million DBLIT tokens 

(10% of max token supply) 

Initial market cap: $15.000.000 USD

FUNDS ALLOCATION
35% of funds will be used for Development purposes, growing our tech team and 

increasing our project’s software quality.

25% of funds is allocated towards Marketing & Promotional activities. We want to 

expand our reach to multiple markets worldwide. Crypto and Gaming industries are 

evolving constantly and we want a bigger slice of the cake.

CORE TEAM
Meet our team members, who have been working with each other for more than 8 years, while bringing high 

expertise in Blockchain and gaming industry.

WHAT IS DOUBLEIT

Play your favourite games - Play against your friends - Play games to earn crypto - Redeem crypto for real rewards

- Available on PS, XBox, Mobile, PC - Compete with players Worldwide - More you play more you earn - Play to win gaming gear

- Play from your preferred console - Find your opponent & place a bet - Earn by playing or holding crypto - Play to win real console

- Use your own setup - Let other players challenge you - Stake your crypto and earn more - Advanced profile = bigger prizes

- Build up your profile - Accept the bet and have fun - Better profile brings more crypto - Become professional gamer

- Prove that you are a great player - Win and build up your profile - Win DBLIT token for more prizes - More gaming, more prizes

PLAY GAMES COMPETE OTHERS EARN CRYPTO WIN REAL PRIZES 

KEY METRIC
DBLIT

Token Symol
BEP20 - Binance

Token Type
8

Token Decimals

1 billion DBLIT
Token Total Supply

$15 million USD
Initial Market Cap:

100 million DBLIT
Token Initial Supply

Protocol Liquidity is important piece in a decentralized environment, that is why we have decided to lock liquidity for a 

period of 36 months in order to support token project’s stability. For that we are allocating 25% of raised funds.

Partnerships are needed to expend our project on multiple industries and bring only the best prizes for our games. 8% is 

going towards it.

We take seriously things around Legal activities. Hence we need best legal advices as we want to follow all 

rules and laws regarding crypto regulations and gaming communities in every country. 3% is allocated for it.

Operational costs will need to be covered as our team expands and company grows. For that we will need 

4% of total funds.
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OUR PARTNERS

PROBLEMS DOUBLEIT SOLVES
Our mission is to make E-sport games efficient, 

especially in the nonprofessional market (the “Long 

Tail”). Despite having a considerable size of 

approximately €185 billion, most of the market is 

currently disorganized, offline, and inefficient. Also a 

lot of players are lost in space, while not being 

educated about huge earning potentials and 

affirmations in the gaming space.

OUR SOLUTIONS
Initial idea of the DoubleIT project is building play to earn community which is focused on 

gaming and crypto projects. You play games by competing with other players, earn crypto, 

redeem coins for real rewards and advance as time goes on as a more valuable player in 

the community. What if you can play, bet on yourself in your favorite games, win, earn 

crypto or even swap crypto for real prizes, like gaming equipment or game vouchers.  

The DoubleIT project aims to bridge the gap between gaming and the crypto community 

by incentivizing users to play, compete against each other and build up their 

profile to a higher level.

CURRENT SUPPORTED PLATFORMS + MORE TO COME

Nikola Dobrosavljevic Aleksandar Djordjevic Nikola Miloradovic Danijel Djordjevic Vladimir Filipovic

w w w . d o u b l e i t . i o

https://discord.com/invite/czJCtNQHkS
https://t.me/DoubleIT_io
https://twitter.com/iodoubleIT
https://medium.com/@doubleit.io
https://www.reddit.com/user/DoubleITio
https://www.facebook.com/DoubleITApp/
https://www.instagram.com/doubleit.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vladimir-filipovic-90/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danijel-djordjevic/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nikola-miloradovic-/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/deejayelly/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nikola-dobrosavljevic-9221a7234/
https://www.doubleit.io/



